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(Guitar Solo). One hundred timeless songs from a wide variety of musical genres are featured in
this collection of solo guitar arrangements in standard notation and tab. Includes: Angel * Bless
the Broken Road * Chances Are * Don't Know Why * Faithfully * Hallelujah * I Will Always Love
You * Killing Me Softly with His Song * Memory * Stardust * Tears in Heaven * Woman * You
Raise Me Up * and many more.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest source of
music performance and instructional materials, with a catalog of over a million products in both
physical and digital form. They represent many of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time
and publish and distribute works from all genres of music for all styles of musicians and
ensembles.
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Mike, “Awesome songs book. This songs book is amazing. Has beautiful songs with music
sheets and guitar tab. It does require a little understanding of basic guitar playing to read the tab
but to me, I am a beginner, and I could use this book guitar players out there sure can too.”
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I've been self-teaching my guitar for a few years now. I initially started off with Fingerpicking
songbooks from Hal Leonard. This thick volume is very similar to those books. If you are a
beginner to fingerstyle guitar, this volume may be a useful practice tool. I was a big fan of these
types of songbooks when I was new to guitar and especially fingerstyle solo guitar.However,
now that I'm a bit more skilled, the series is not challenging enough for me. The arrangements
are mostly single notes arpeggios with an occasional thumb-picked baseline here and there.
Arrangements are mostly limited to the first five frets with a focus on the first three frets. The
songs are recognizable but very simplistic. For a beginner, it is great to be able to play more
contemporary tunes. However, as you progress these arrangements quickly grow repetitive and
tiresome. If you're a beginner interested in fingerpicking guitar and don't already have some of
the Hal Leonard Fingerpicking song books (i.e 
  
Fingerpicking Acoustic Rock - Guitar Solo
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Fingerpicking Pop: 15 Songs Arranged for Solo Guitar in Standard Notation & Tab

  
  
), this volume has quite a selection of songs to keep you entertained for a while. I had many of
the Hal Leanoard Fingerpicking books and a lot of the songs in that series are replicated in this
volume. (You can check the Hal Leonard website for the complete songlist)If you've feel you
moved beyond simple fingerstyle patterns and have your sights at more complicated fingerstyle
arrangements like Sungha Jung, Chet Atkins or Tommy Emmanuel OR you are looking for
companion fingerstyle guitar I'd probably skip this.”

John Fredrickson, “Great Arrangements for Solo Guitar. This is not a technique book so if you
are unfamiliar with finger style technique, you'll need to find a primer somewhere else. However,
once you have some technique, you need some repertoire. This book is chock full of great
material. I've been learning solo finger style songs for a short while now. Much of the material I
learn can be extremely easy to impossible. I would grade the arrangements in this book about
intermediate. These songs are instantly recognizeable and the more intimately you know the
song, the easier it is to learn. I'm at least familiar with over half the songs in this book, and the
other half will provide good future study material.One issue you may encounter is there are no
"suggested" fingerings. For those who don't know, suggested fingerings are little notes written
into the notation that help you figure out which finger to use to navigate tricky passages. These
are very helpful especially if you are like me and try to finger a chord the way you learned them
in chord books, then get your fingers all twistered up trying to keep the melody going. You'll
often find the chords may be played in a more unorthodox fingering in order to facilitate the
moving melody lines.  Tip - Keep a pencil handy and make these fingering notes for yourself.”

T-MAC, “This has good information. This has good information”



Runner123, “Great Song Selection. I love the song selection. There are a lot of tasteful ballads ,
and a lot of all time greats. Just wish there are chord diagrams, since a lot of songs incur unusual
chords. I will take my time to slowly learn most of the songs. Even if I manage to play and sing to
half of them, it would have been great value. the prints are large enough and clear.”

Chris J, “RATHER IMPRESSED ACTUALLY. In my capacity as a trainee Acoustic Guitar Lord
and rock god (also classical guitar, that impresses people, do it) dearly beloved, here is my
judgment upon this book. Upon breaking the Sacred Amazon Seal there did emerge a fat book
of many pages. Hastily I opened it's pages to examine the hallowed writings within and to behold
with mine own eyes whether it was one of those inferior quality guitar tablature offerings
wherewith the publisher is a bit of a ratbag and writeth only single note tab that soundeth not
good at all you know, when thou playeth it, and to my delight the publisher is not a ratbag and
the student getteth full rich multi string tablature that soundeth good and full and splendid. I
gaveth thanks with great joy to Amazon and the driver, for now the songs sound professional
and of sublime beauty unlike the one note offerings of the simple tab Ratbags (get thee behind
me). I recommend with great jubilation to the other Trainee Acoustic Guitar Lords this book, fat,
many pages, full tabs not one note ratbaggery. In other words yes this is what you want if you
want to play songs that sound right, not one note at a time versions which don't soud good.”

Rev. T, “Fab book - in bad condition [thanks Amazon]. Great book. I normally pay £15 [ish] for
guitar books so I didn't get this when it was £28. It was reduced to £22 & I thought 'sod it, it's got
a lot of songs in I like".Good layout, easy to use & the print isn't THAT small considering the
amount of songs in it [otherwise it would be the size of a suitcase]. I've knocked off 1 star as it
looks knackered. This is the 2nd book in 5 days, I've bought from Amazon, that looks second-
hand. Which is disgraceful considering how Amazon started.In short: book = fab ..... Amazon =
hmmmm”

Missdior, “Great selection of songs. Bought this for my husband, he was thrilled to bits and loves
it. Says there's a great selection of songs in it, he's really pleased.”

The book by Michael Jackson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 697 people have provided feedback.
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